1. Meet and Greet
The Social Chairs for MISC, Koren Siddles and Lindsay Gibb, are currently working with Adrianna and MSGSA to plan the meet and greet with the incoming students, probably in mid-July.

2. Orientation BBQ
MISC is planning another orientation BBQ for the start of the fall term, and this year MSGSA will be contributing so that all incoming masters students to the Faculty of Information will be able to attend. The social chairs are currently trying to think of ideas or alternatives should there be poor weather. If anyone has ideas or knows of facilities or services, please let Victoria, Koren, or Lindsay know.

3. Fall Elections
As most might know, there are quite a few vacant spots on the student council right now, so we are trying to encourage involvement throughout the summer. If faculty could likewise encourage students to consider getting involved, it would be much appreciated.

4. New Academic Affairs Chair
Melissa Bell is our new academic affairs chair on MISC, and we are working to make the position more visible with better lines of communication with the class representatives. We are hoping that this will help the faculty and MISC to work together more efficiently in the next year in terms of addressing any problems as they come up.

5. Tech Fund
Currently working on rewriting the by-law to include the MSGSA. We also have quite a bit in the account and summer purchases will hopefully be underway soon. If faculty members have any ideas for the Tech Fund representatives, they should contact either Michelle Lovegrove-Thomson or Stephanie Quail.